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JUDGE TIMOTHY P. MURPHY 
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7. Pre-Trial and Case Management Conferences 
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1. GENERAL: The purpose of this Standing Order is to facilitate the day-to-day operation of the 

Courtroom by establishing general pre-trial and trial procedures in compliance with the Code of Civil 

Procedure and applicable Rules, and to assist counsel and litigants in the presentation and processing 

of litigation pending before the Court. 

All counsel and parties are reminded that Circuit Court Rule 13 sets forth various mandates which 

must be complied with. 

2. SCHEDULE OF THE DAILY CALL: Calendar #74 is an Expedited Trial court which is one 

of three such Calendars in the Domestic Relations Division of Cook County. All cases assigned to 

Calendar #74 come by assignment from the Presiding Judge (Judge Dickler) for trial or immediate 

hearings. PLEASE NOTE: Even though a case has been assigned for trial to this Calendar, all non-trial 

related issues remain pending before the Calendar from which the trial has been transferred, usually the 

Individual calendar, until either the pre-trial before this court or the trial itself. 

3. FOCUS ON CHILDREN: FOCUS ON CHILDREN or CHILDREN IN BETWEEN (the 

online program) must be completed in all pre-judgment cases before a prove-up will be heard unless 

exempted or excepted by the Court. In the event the Preliminary Judge has not ordered FOCUS before 

appearing for prove-up, the parties shall be ordered to do so within 60 days of the prove-up. THE 

PARTIES CANNOT WAIVE THE REQUIREMENT TO COMPLETE FOCUS ON CHILDREN IN 

ANY CASE BEFORE THIS COURT. 



4. MOTIONS: All non-trial motions should be presented before the court from which the trial 

assignment came; i.e. temporary motions, TRO's, discovery issues prior to trial, etc. Motions related 

to trial matters may be presented to Calendar #74 after the case has been assigned thereto for trial. 

All Motions must be filed and must comply with the notice requirements of the Code of Civil 

Procedure and Circuit Court Rule 13.4.(a)(i). Please provide the Court with a courtesy copy of the 

Motion at the earliest opportunity. Notice must be completed pursuant to Circuit Court Rule 2.1.( c )(1 ) 

and other relevant authority. Counsel are to tender copies of the Motion and Notice of Motion to the 

court upon presentation on the scheduled date. 

Motions must contain the statutory cite or other authority under which the Motion is being brought 

as required by Circuit Court Rule 13.4(a)(i)c. or may be stricken by the court. 

Emergency motions related to trial matters may be presented any day and must be accompanied by 

an affidavit or verification and comply with Rule 13.4.(a)(ii) and proof of service to the opposing 

party/counsel. The Court will determine whether the pleading constitutes an emergency. If it is 

determined that the matter is not an emergency, the matter must be scheduled and motioned up like 

any other motion, as provided in Circuit Court Rule 13. (See MOTIONS FOR CONTINUANCE 

below.) 

5. AGREED ORDERS: As a general rule the Court will not entertain Agreed Orders that are not 

on the Call for that day unless Notice to the other party and/or counsel was given. Any Agreed Orders 

should be labeled as such and should be signed by the parties and the attorneys if it is substantive in 

nature, and by the attorneys only if procedural in nature. In certain instances (such as a change of 

custody, modification of visitation, etc.) the Court may require that the agreement be notarized or that 

the parties appear. 

DRAFT ORDERS: Any Order presented to the Court should: 

i. Recite what brought the matter before the Court (i.e., what motion, pleading, etc.); 

IL Recite how notice to the opposing side was given; 

iii. Indicate by name which of the parties and counsel are present in court; 

iv. Indicate if the Order is "agreed", "after hearing'', etc.; 

v. Recite any of the Court ' s stated findings ; 

vi. If the Order sets a future hearing date, specifically state what motions/pleadings are set to be 

heard, the date and time. The failure to do so may result in no hearing! 

vii. List the name of the attorney who prepared the Order, address and telephone number, as well as 

the firm if applicable. 



6. MOTIONS FOR CONTINUANCE: Motions for continuance must comply with Illinois 

Supreme Court Rule 231, 735 ILCS 5/2-1007, Circuit Court of Cook County Local Rule 5.2 or other 

appropriate rule, and must set forth with specificity the basis for such request. Notice to opposing 

counsel or party must be given in accordance with rules. 

The Court will not entertain Agreed Orders to continue trials or set matters unless sufficient facts 

are set forth in the Motion that merit same, and both parties appear before the court. 

Courtesy copies in advance would be appreciated. 

7. PRE-TRIAL AND CASE-MANAGEMENT CONFERENCES: Generally no Pre-Trial 

Memorandum is necessary as long as each side has prepared or responded to a written proposal on all 

issues, and discovery is complete. All counsel of record must appear as well as the parties unless 

excused by the Court. 

In cases assigned for trial to Calendar #74, the Court will conduct a pre-trial conference or case 

management conference on the date set in the Trial Assignment Order. All cases assigned for trial on 

Calendar #74 must comply with the assigning court's trial Order with respect to disclosure of 

witnesses, exchange oflists , exhibits, etc. as well as this court's Expedited Trial Order. In the event 

the facts and the status of the case warrant it, Judge Murphy might conduct a case management 

conference and continue the matter to assure that the trial proceeds in an orderly fashion. 

8. TRIALS AND HEARINGS SET BY THE COURT. 

a.) Hearings on Motions: Hearings on any trial related Motions in cases assigned to Calendar 

#74 are set by the Court after filing, notice and Appearance. Counsel shall advise the Court as to their 

expectation of the anticipated issues, amount of time and evidence such to allow sufficient time to 

hear the matter. 

b.) Trials: Counsel are expected to comply with the assigning court's Trial Order as well as 

this court's Expedited Trial Order if entered by this court. Failure to do so may result in sanctions 

under Supreme Court Rule 219 including dismissal of the underlying pleadings. Stipulations and 

exhibits shall be presented pursuant to said Expedited Trial Order. 

When appearing for trial please provide Judge Murphy with the following: 

1. Copies of any pendingfile-stamped pleadings, motions and other relevant 

documents; 

11. List of disclosed potential witnesses; 

iii. List of exchanged and proposed exhibits; 

iv. A complete set of pre-marked exhibits; 



v. Any Stipulations between the parties; 

vi. Copies of any relevant Orders. 

Whenever possible trials are set on continuous days. There is no court reporter assigned to 

Room 1903, therefore counsel should inquire of the Court as to whether a court reporter is required. 

Additionally, counsel have the right to bring their own court reporter even if not ordered by the Court. 

After trial , the court may request proposed findings and/or judgment from counsel. Neither is 

necessary before trial. 

As a general rule, the court does not hear oral argument at the close of the case, but does accept 

written closing statements for which a date to submit will be set at the conclusion of the trial. An 

order will be entered at said conclusion setting a schedule for closing argument and for the court' s 

ruling. 

c.) Post-trial Motions: Any post-trial motion must be timely fi led, setting forth the relevant 

section of the Code of Civil Procedure or other authority under which it is being brought, properly 

noticed and state with specificity the issue(s). In the event of an appeal from this Court, counsel are 

reminded of the mandates on the trial court and the parties under Supreme Court Rule 311 et. seq. as to 

creation of the bystander ' s report in the absence of a transcript. Notice of the appeal should be given to 

the court so that a timely certification and Order may issue pursuant to Supreme Court Rule 313( c ). 

The Court reserves the right to deviate from these guidelines on a case-by-case basis if the facts 

and circumstances warrant it, and as allowed by Rule or law. In the event of an inconsistency between 

this Standing Order and an Order entered in an ongoing case by the Court, the Order entered in the 

case shall control to the extent of the inconsistency. 
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